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In his 'Preface' Rodney Shirley admits that, in the 1973 
edition of his present book's forerunner Early printed maps 
of the British Isles 1477-1650, he later regretted deciding 
on 1650 as a tenninal date, due to lack of interest in items 
produced after then. Shortly afterwards 'Enlightenment' 
came to him! As he explains in this new book's 'Introduc
tion' the period 1650 to 1750 encompasses the best stylistic 
representations of four nations' cartography: the Dutch, the 
French, the Gennan, and the English (i.e. British). 

This later period of mapmaking still exudes 'dec
orative' elements - sometimes overshadowing the 
'scientific' basis- and these are demonstrated well both in 
~e quantity and the quality of illustrations, and selectively 
m the text. I write "selectively" because only royal coat
of-arms and royal portraits are given separate and 
distinctive treatment in his 'Introduction' ('decorative car
touches' are too; but these are less useful in the scientific or 
objec~v~ authe~tication of maps as regards assigning or 
quesuonmg therr dates or states). The drawing together o~ 
synthesis, in a single textual essay or introduction, of ele
ments scattered throughout a phenomenon's representation 
(here over 280 different maps) is an important exercise: it 
helps one to reach an overview, to fonn conclusions, to pro
pos~ theses.. and to query apparent omisions in th~ry. 
des1gn, or mfonnation transmission. A concise tabular 
example of this idea is presented in 'Appendix V: Deriva
tives of John Adam's Distance Map of 1677', when two 
p~graphs. on the ori~in,of this remarkable innovatory map 
are m the Introducuon but considerably more under the 
main entry. This is a good subject or theme to emphasise 
because of the period's commercial and trade development. 

<:ommerce is ~so reflected in the choice of many of 
the v1ews surrounding some maps - either engraved on the 
same plate, or on separate plates to be added at either side 
of the map. Of the 18 views on either side of George Will
dey's 'A New and Correct Map of England and Wales Now 
called South Britain' of c.l715, for example, at least 12 are 
of sea-ports specifically described in the Atlas Maritimus 
and Commercia/is (probably written by Daniel Defoe) of 
1728; and9ofthe lOviewsofHenryOverton's 'ANew and 
most exact Map of South Britain; or England and Wales • of 
c.q16likewise are noted in the Defoe work. The author 
does not propose a theory for the reason behind the choice 
of views. As in the instance of royal portraits, only one 
other subject - roads - is discussed at length in the 'Intro
duction'; both are also to be found listed in the 'Subject 
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Index'. This 'Subject Index' (p.l65) is a useful analytical 
tool in itself, even if the thematic maps or subjects listed are 
only briefly referred to, or are highlighted in, the notes to 
individual maps. 

The system of arrangement in the present work differs 
from that used by the author in his previous book. Here en
tries are by the "relevant mapmaker" in alphabetical then 
chronological order of frrst state of a map. To take account 
of other contributors to a map's production and distribution 
(e.g. cartographer, engraver, printer, publisher, seller) a 
'Name Index' is supplied. Preceding each mapmaker's 
entry the author helpfully provides briefbiobibliographies; 
the~e are general reference works listed on p.l4 and more 
specific references within the relevant entry. 

Transcriptions of titles of maps is inconsistent and oc
casionally erroneous; but whether this refelects difficulties 
of time, reliance upon second-hand infonnation, or printer's 
,error is perhaps not important. It may sometimes be import
ant, however, as an element in noting similar - perhaps 
re-engraved - copies. Bad, or incorrect, French or Latin 
may reflect just this - or plagiarisation: both states 1 and 2 
of 'Crepy 1. Paris, c.1735' have "et Irelande ... Dresse sur 
les Observation [!] Nouvelles ... " and not "et D'Irlande 
... Dresse sur Les Observations Nouvelles ... " More serious 
perhaps, is the example of 'Homann 6. Nuremberg, 1749: 
where both plates described have also English titles above 
the upper border: these are not noted (the second has an 
added comma after "Holland"). Additionally it might be 
useful to note that the second state of plate 2 has the legend, 
as well as many toponyms, re-engraved. The presence of 
an above-top-border title is acknowledged for 'Husson 1. 
The Hague, c.l706-c.1710' but not transcribed (it is, fur
thennore, in Latin and not in French as is the title within the 
map's borders). On the other hand no acknowledgement is 
made of the presence of an above-border extra title (like the 
map's main title in French - but different) for 'Jaillot 1. 
Paris, 1673' in states 1 and 2 of plate 2. The presence or ab
sence of this information could indicate either a trimmed or 
untrimmed map, and hence affects overall size and 
m~urements of the complete artefact All examples in 
this paragraph are taken from exemplars in the Map Room 
of the Royal Geographical Society. 

Consideration of what constitutes the complete artefact 
is seen in the citing- when known- of 'side-panels' or 'side 
tables' of alphabetically-arranged indexes of toponyms, as 
well as the surrounding views mentioned above. Although 
the presence of an index (or an 'Alphabetical Table' as it 
was usually called) is often noted by the author their signi
ficance or contents is not Other than an advertisement for 
the complete product, the most obvious clue pointing to the 
probable existence of an accompanying index is the en
graved alphabetical grid within a map's double-lined outer 
borders. Although the author does not mention it at least 
seven such side-panel map indexes can be found in his 
work: 'Allard 4. Amsterdam, c.1690', 'Desgranges 1. Paris, 
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1689'[·90], 'Grierson 2. Dublin, c.l733', 'Jaillott 1. Paris, 
1673' (a separate leaf in this case), (Jaillot 2. Paris, 1695' 
(again, a separate leaf), 'Jaillot 4. Paris [Amsterdam], 
1695', and 'Morden 8. London c.1690 (or earlier)'. On the 
other hand, under 'Walton 3. London, 1679' we are alerted 
that the "entry in the Term Catalogues refers specifically to 
tables of towns and distances ... as optional side borders to 
the map" (the 'Alphabetical Table of the Towns .... ' is also 
mentioned in the map's cartouche); what is odd here is that 
no grid letters are engraved on the exemplar illustrated 
(presumably the British Library copy?). Does this mean 
one should be on the lookout for similar less obvious exam· 
ples? It seems that none of the three copies listed by the 
author actually has the advertised index. 

In his 'Preface' Rodney Shirley rightly avers that 
{based on the listing of maps in his book) "for the researcher 
there is scope to study movements in cartographical devel· 
opment, to analyse the ... features displayed, and to trace 
the socio·historical background to many maps of the time." 
Thus we may ask ourselves, why are there precisely 781 
place· names listed on the side·panels of 'Visscher 2. Am· 
sterdam, c.1685', 'Browne 1. London, c.1693', 'Overton 5. 
London, c.1708', 'Willdey 3. London, c.1715', and of 
'Overton 11. London·, 1719'? Why precisely 802 names on 
the side·panels of 'Moll6. London, 1710', 'Grierson 2. Du· 
blin, c.1733' (understandable, perhaps, in (almost) 
faithfully copying Moll's original), and of 'Bowen 1. Lon· 
don, 1734 '? Could there be any military or political 
significance in there being as many as 1332 place·names 
listed for 'Desgranges 1. Paris, 1689'[·90] "the year in 
which Louis XIV declared war on England in support of the 
deposed Catholic monarch James II"? In this last example 
the author omits to mention the existence of the accompa· 
nying index (entitled' Alphabet' and imprint·dated 1690 on 
the BL exemplar). On the "splendid wall map after John 
Adams" ('Morden 13. London 1696[after 1702]') there is 
a quite staggering total of c.1815 names. From what 
source(s) was an 'Alphabetical Table' drawn and what was 
the criterion for selection of names? Why were "S. denot· 
ing Ships, V. Vessels, and B. Boats or Barges." included as 
one of the information columns on the side·panels on only 
'Willdey 3. London, c.1715', 'Overton 11. London,1719', 
'Bowles 4. London, 1728', and on 'Foster 1. London, 
1737'? What was the significance • commercial, educa· 
tional, administrative, political (or just plain bravura) ·if 
any, in the increase from four columns of side·panel infor· 
mation to eight colums (on, e.g., 'Bowles 4. London, 
1728 ')? The textual information on both the map and its 
companion place·names list (even in its simpler form) em· 
phasises the latter's con·textual relationship: the map is 
arguably incomplete and cannot be fully 'read', without the 
index/' Alphabetical Table'· and certainly is not complete 
vice versa. 

The more elaborate 'decorative' maps · especially 
those which are multi·sheet or which call for additional il· 
lustrated panels and/or place.name lists · beg the question 
of their cost How interesting it would be to have a com· 
parative table of as many British·produced maps as another 
'Appendix', for example. How much did Grierson charge 
for his copies of Moll's maps? Did one map.seller charge 
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inordinately more for a comparable product than a contem· 
porary? Did a map·seller, having inherited or bought 
someone else's old plates, promote the product as 'new and 
improved' and yet raise the price? Although such informa· 
tion is not given directly by Rodney Shirley one can partly 
fmd it amongst one of his prime accredited sources, name· 
ly Sarak Tyacke's London map--sellers 1660·1720 (also 
published by Map Collector Publications, 1978) in which 
she has transcribed relevant advertisements from the 'Lon· 
don Gazette' from 1668 to 1719. Similar information could 
have been gleaned, for Dutch·produced maps, from Peter 
van der Krogt'sAdvertenties voor kaarten, atlassen, globes 
e.d. inAmsterdamse kranten 1621·1811: with an introduc· 
tion in English (Utrecht HES, 1985). Reference to this 
other valuable model of perspicacity would probably have 
dated more precisely maps such as 'Tirion 4. Amsterdam, 
after 1744' and three or four maps published by Covens and 
Mortier of between 1726 and 1748 (such as 'Anon 1. ... 
c.1689[c.1745?]'); and would have enabled items such as 
those published by Anthony Schouten (1698 to 1707) and 
by Salomon Schouten (1741) to have been included. Some 
of these (notably by the Schoutens) appeared in books rather 
than in atlases or as separate items and this leads one to won· 
der how complete or exhaustive has been the search for 
similar 'hidden' maps. In his 'Preface' the author tells us 
that "atlases or books of travel" have yielded around 130 
items included in his present book but that he has "also de· 
liberately omitted a number of small, classical or otherwise 
unimportant maps of Britain which may be found in con· 
temporary books of geography and travel." Perhaps a 
distinction is exemplified by the inclusion (as 'Biaeu 1. Am· 
sterdam, 1654') of the Ptolemaic 'Insulae Albion et 
Hibemia cum minoribus adjacentibus' from the Novus 
Atlas ... , but the exclusion of W. Hollar's map of England 
and Wales showing 3rd·century AD camps and routes for 
William Button's Commentary on Antoninus His /tine· 
rary ... (1658). Yet both are classical or historical maps, and 
both are of interest in being contributions in a wider sense 
to the subject of historical cartography (not the same thing 
as history of cartography). Furthermore, both of these are 
full·page maps and not. as in 'Bowen 2. London, 1735' 
where the map of the expected 1737 solar eclipse across the 
British Isles occupies about only one·sixth of the plate. 

Searching for the maps themselves can be as time.con· 
suming as searching for biographical and/or bibliographical 
data on a less well·known "mapmaker." The author in his 
prefatory notes to Thomas Cross for instance, writes that he 
has "not found any other maps engraved by Cross, nor any 
other details of his activities in the usual reference books." 
The reviewer found, during research in 1988 for a review 
of Island, Gronland und das 1Wrdliche Eismeer ... by Os· 
wald Dreyer·Eimbcke (Hamburg, 1987), that Thomas 
Cross was the engraver of the maps for the English transla· 
tion ofJ. Debes' bookF aerooe et F oeraa reserata (London, 
1676). This same Thomas Cross also engraved around 50 
portraits (three of which include depiction of globes) from 
c.1644 to 1685. His son, who from 1683 to c.1710 often 
signed himself"Tho. Cross junior sculpt", was mainly an 
engraver of music until his death in 1733. Whether the 
Catalogue of engraved British portraits ... in the Depart· 
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ment of Prints and Drawings in the British Museum, 6 vol
umes (London, 1908-25) and The new Grove dictionary of 
music and musicians, vo1.5 (London 1980) should be con
sidered as "the usual reference books" is, perhaps, 
debatable! Although some maps have had their specialist 
engraver for differenteomponents ·~.geographical outline, 
relief depiction, toponyms, decorative cartouche - not all 
engravers kept exclusively to one component of the whole 
work nor did they always specialise in only one subject area. 
Thomas Hutchinson, a "minor mid-18th century engraver'', 
is credited with maps of 1747 and 1748. It would have been 
pertinent to have added that he was very probably the ap
prentice bound to John Senex on 6 March 1721 for seven 
years, in 1754 himself becoming a master of an apprentice 
engraver: see, for example, The British book trades 1710-
1777: an index of masters and apprentices by Ian Maxted 
(Exeter, 1983). 

Other aspects of the map trade on which Rodney Shir
ley often usefully informs us are the business partnerships 
and/or transmission of copper-plates. The latter is once 
again represented concisely (cf his The mapping of the 
world: early printed world maps 1472-1700, 1984; and 
corr. ed., 1987) by 'Appendix VI: multi-sheet maps of the 
British Isles/England and Wales', where one can see at a 
glance who issued states of the same map at what date. His 
notes prefacing the entry forChristopher Browne are a good 
example of the former, to which the reviewer can add that 
Browne was also a eo-seller of Pierre/Pieter Mortier's 
maps: 'Imperii Russici, Sive Moscoviae, Status Generalis, 
... ' has the engraved joint imprint "ex Officina P. Mortier at 
London by Christopher Browne". Just one small step away 
from free-willed partnership is fraudulent plagiarisation, 
national or international. French writers, in particular, were 
scathing of the Dutch: " ... parce que les Hollandois, que 1 'on 
~ait etre en toute maniere Plagiaires, ... "; or the following, 
similarly taken from Mercure geographique, ou le guide du 
curieux des cartes geographiques by Pere A Lubin (Paris, 
1678) for which he was granted a royal privilege in 1669: 

"l.es Hollandois & quelques autres Etrangers, qui n'ont eu 
en veul! que }'interest & le lucre, ne se sont pas beaucoup mis 
en peine si les Cartes qu'ils ont debitees sont fausses ou non: 
& quad on reproche a certains vendeurs de Cartes la faussete 
de celles qu'ils vendent, & du trafic desquelles ils se sont en
richis. lis respondent pour leur excuse qu'il y a plus 
d'Ignorans que de S~vans, & que la pliipart de ceux qui 
acheptent des Cartes, n'etant pas capables d'en faire le dis
cemement acheptent d'autant plus volontiers les fausses, 
qu'ils les trouvent a meilleur prix." 

From the Abbe Pierre Nicholas Lenglet du Fresnoy's 
Methode pour etudier la Geographie, 1st edition (Paris, 
1716; and copy [!] of Amsterdam, 1718), under 'Article 
Xlli Choix & usage des Cartes generales & particulieres', 
we find a listing with commentaries on the best or notable 
French geographers and map-makers. Commenting on A.
H Jaillot the author writes: C' est en vain que les Hollandois 
ont voulu copier son Atlas Fran~ois; ils 1' ont pliitOt defigure 
qu'ils ne l'ont imite." Being more specific on one firm in 
particular, in the 2nd edition (1736) we read:- "D'autres 
comme Covens & Pie"e Mortier, etoient des Ouvriers que 
l'avidite du gain engageoit a se saisir de toutes les Cartes 
qui paroissent, pour en faire souvent de mauvaises copies ... " 
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But Lenglet du Fresnoy does concede that "Nos Graveurs 
Fran~ois n 'ont point encore atteint la delicatesse oil le Sieur 
Homan[n] a porte la gravure de la Geographie." Contem
porary opinions on maps - whether by the two French 
authorities quoted or by the Germans C. Gottschling (1711 ), 
J.G. Gregorii (1713), E.D. Hauber (1724), and J. Hiibner 
(1726) - are often enlightening and sometimes coincide 
with collectors of today. Thus does Rodney Shirley's ad
miration of 'Inselin 1. Paris, 1715' echo that of Lenglet du 
Fresnoy (1st edition): " .. .le qu'il a donne est d'autant plus 
exact, qu 'il grave lui-meme ses propres Ouvrages ... elles 
soot justes, & bien detaillees ... " Inselin 's 2-sheet map is re
produced on a half-page of the present book so that we can 
get some impression of its design, its coverage (including 
southern tip of Norway, Denmark, the Netherlands, Bel
gium, and northwestern France!), and some of its 
information content such as North Sea depths. 

In a work of this kind as many illustrations as possible 
are desirable, both of the whole artefact as well as close-ups 
of special features of interest. The quality is generally good, 
especially if a general idea only is needed for identification, 
but is usually better if either parts of large maps or complete 
small-size maps are shown. A pity that the good idea of il
lustrating an example of side border views of towns (in this 
case from 'Overton 10. London, 1716' which is depicted in 
full on p.l12) is spoiled by being given a whole page (p.157) 
-but then omitting the bottom two! Perhaps in a future edi
tion it would be more worthwhile to illustrate all the 
anonymous maps (if any should still be anonymous then), 
thus inviting any reader to contribute suggestions or 
answers as regards their identification. As with all the 
credited maps in this work, locations are given and there is 
the bonus of a 'Location Index' (p.165) indicating where 
exemplars of the maps described many be found Inevit
ably, in view of the fact that this worlc is a 'frrst', both 
additional maps and additional locations will be added 
soon. The following maps held by the RGS, for example, 
can be added to those already noted in the 'Location Index': 
Adams 1.3, Allard 3.1, Berry 1.1, Browne 2.7 (still with 
original'head title' in Latin and dedication to the Duke of 
Gloucester as on 1700 edition), Harris; Senex and Wilson 
1, Jaillot 2.1, Jaillot 4.1, Jaillot 4.5, Millward and Dickin
son 1.3, Moll2, Morden 6.4, Schenk 1.1, Taylor 2.3, and 
Visscher 4.3. The majority of the maps located, however, 
are in the Map Library of the British Library and this in
stitution - now giving every encouragement and impetus to 
the discovery and study of British maps of Britain - has pro
vided many of the illustrations used too. 

It is obvious, from the foregoing review, that Rodney 
Shirley at times half raises questions - and occasionally not 
at all- on the variegated subject matter contained within this 
book's covers. His attempt to locate, identify, record, and 
to present attractively the maps for anyone, as a guide to fa
cilitate further research by other enquiring minds, is not to 
be disparaged; he has thus saved considerable time and ef
fort of others. The fact that his work has prompted such 
reactions from at least one reader is a tribute to his persever
ance (and his family's patience!) His eo-publishers are to 
be congratulated, too, on a well-printed and designed ref
erence book. 
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